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The conventional forest management
system proposed for the Brazilian
Amazon is not widely applied there

(Hummel 1996). Problerns arise because 01' the

heavy investment and large areas offorest needed
to implement the systern. and lhe long period
required for the forest to regenerate after
harvesting combined with lhe low price of tirnber
in local markets. As a result. formal forest
management is designed for large properties

where investment potential is high.

ln the Brazilian Amazon. 50 per cent of the
area of a property has to be preservcd as legal
forest reserve and cannot be converted to
agriculture or pastures (this has recently been
increased to 80 per cent for big properties
exceeding 1000 ha). The only legal economic
uses of this land are extraction of non-tirnber
forest products (NTFPs) and sustainable forest

managernent. This article reports on research in
Acre State , Brazil. which is focusing on small-

scale timber production by farmers on this part
of their land. A model is proposed for timber
production by small fanners which airns to
generate a new source of farnily income by
diversification of household economic activity .
An additional airn is lhe maintenance of the
structure and biodiversity of lhe legal forest
reserves, which will increase their importance
for conservation.
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?i;nverting Cumaru-ferro (Dypterix odorata) logs to sawnwood in the forest using a chainsaw.
P80to: M d'Oliveira.

The conventional exploitation methods

create a large number of gaps at one time.

Pioneer plants establish and grow rapidly in

response to these conditions , but the desirable

commercial species are set back in their growth.

which imposes a longercutting cycle and reduces
yield. The model suggests that the natural

regeneration of desirable species is prornoted
by distributing the impacts over a longer time

period. Reduced competition from pioneer

species might lead to a greater net yield of

desirable species and lower amounts of damage

to the forest ecosystem.

Techniques and Concepts
There is a long history of forest exploitation

in the Amazon based on traditional 'low
technology' methods. These techniques require

low inputs and have a relatively benign

environmental impact, but production and profit

margins are also low (Oliveira 1996). The model

examined here is a formalisation of these

traditional methods.

The extraction oftimber by small producers
is a seasonal activity. This permits them to

continue other essential activities (hunting,
fishing, harvesting of NTFPs and subsistence
agriculture), which make s an integrated
management systern feasible and furnishes

sustainable production without ~damaging the

forest ecosystem (Oliveira 19921~

Ecological Basis
The proposal is based on the ecological

hypothesis that low-irnpact disturbance at
short intervals, combined with silvicultural
treatments, will create an uneven-aged gap

mosaic and perrnit the maintenance of a forest
with a similar structure and biodiversity to that
of the original forest. The management system
has lhe same theoretical basis as conventional
management in the Brazilian Amazon, but
additional activities are necessary because of

the characteristics of the properties and the
proprietors. A short rotation cycle substitutes
for lhe larger impact caused by heavier
interventions. lnstead of harvesting ali trees of
commercial size at one time, they are felled over
three rotations ofapproximately ten years each.
The outcome, in terrns ofyield, is equivalent to
the standard rotation of25-30 years established
by IBAMA (Brazilian In s t it u te for the

Environment and Natural Resources) for high-
impact management. lt is important to recognise

that low-impact harvesting wil! only work as a
silvicultural system (and irnprove forest
characteristics such as growth and composition)
if irnplernented in short cutting cycles. The
extraction of small quantities of timber over
long cycles would reduce yield to unacceptable
levels and would not create suitable conditions
for regeneration of some of the most
desirable species such as mahogany (Swietenia
macrophy/la) .
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The legal forest reserve area ofthe property

is considered as the production unit for

the preparation and implementation of a

management plan. and there a systematic forest

inventory is performed within each forest reserve

to be managed. The aggregation of producers
into larger units by collective or cooperative

agreements facilitates the acquisition of new

technologies and reduces the costs of overheads

such as transport.

The number of annual harvesting coupes is

determined on the basis of a minimum felling

cycle of ten years and an annual harvest of

5-10 rn' timber per hectare. Harvesting

recommendations were based on a conservative
estimate of I m' ha' per year (Silva 1989),

although it is envisaged that yield predictions

may increase in the future following further

growth studies on permanent plots. An additional
harvesting rule is applied. whereby the maximum

felling intensity inside the compartments is equal

to the total commercial volume (stems of

harvestable species > 50 em dbh) divided by

three. This rule guarantees the first three rotations

of the management system. gi ven the tendency

for currently lesser-known and lower-value

species to become incorporated into the market

in the future. The volume of exploited species in

these areas is currently around 20-30 rn' ha'
(see Table I). The volume of each species to be

harvested is determined on the basis of its

abundance and distribution in the area,its volume

increment and ecological characteristics. such

as seed dispersal potential and seedling light

demando Trees are directionally felled to
facilitate their transport and minimise damage

to the forest. These operations reduce the number

of manoeuvres necessary for primary transport
(Oliveiraand Braz 1995). The logs areconverted

by chainsaw or one-rnan sawmills into boards

or other products according to the characteristics

of the timber and market demando

The method used for hauling the sawn timber
from the forest to the trailhead is animal traction.
This phase is the most expensive and labour-
intensive component of the entire system.
Haulage by animais has the advantage
of generating less . so il compaction and
modification, and less damage to residual trees.
than traditional skidding equipment (Dykstra
and Heinrich 1996). Transport ofthe wood is by

Table 1; Distribution of Com me reiai Tree Species Exploited in Pedro Peixoto Settlement Projeet
(number of seedlings/trees >10 em dbh ha", volume of trees >1Oem dbh m3 ha')

Speeies Regeneration Tree density Total volume I
(seedlinzs ha:') (trees ha') (rn! ha') I

Aspídosperma sp 256.8 3.7 1.3 I

Protíum apículatum 505.1 13.9 7.3 I
Cedrela físsílis 13.7 0.9 0.6

ITorresia acreana 0.0 0.3 0.5
Oípteryx odorata 91.8 1.5 3.0
Hymineae sp 106.5 0.8 0.9 IManilkara huberi 17.2 0.8 0.9
Coura tari spp 387.0 3.1 4.1

IPeltogine panículata 117.8 3.8 3.9
Ali exploited species 28.9 21.6
Ali commercial species 61.5 39.9

Total for the area 375.5 73.1

From Oliveira, 1996

trucks from the trailhead to the processing centres
or directly to the customer.

Silvicultural treatments are performed by
the farrners. One year before felling, vine-cutting
is carried out in the compartments to be
harvested. Where appropriate after logging,
selective c\eaning and weeding is implemented
to maximise the development of natural
regeneration. but artificial regeneration is carried
out by transplanting seedlings of desirable or
valuable species with natural regeneration
problems (Oliveira 1994). Long-terrn changes
in forest floristic composition, tree growth and
natural regeneration will be monitored using
permanent sample plots in managed forest.

Preliminary Results
The Small-Farrn Forest Management Project

is being executed by CPAF-ACRE (Agroforestry
Research Center for the State of Acre). and the
following data were obtained during field work
from the Pedro Peixoto Settlement Project, over
the period 1994-1997.

Forest structure
The forest possessed a total volume of

180 m' ha' in trees (>10 em dbh), and an
average of 375 trees ha'. A high volume of
commercial species (40 rn' ha') was present.
This volume is composed of hardwood species
used in construction, such as Dipterix adorara
and Hymenaea courbaril , and species with an
intermediate commercial value, such as
Aspidosperma sp .. Protium apiculatum, and
Peltogine paniculata . Highly desirable species
such as Cedrela adorara and Torresia acreana
are also present but with low volume (Table I).

Around 20 per cent of the trees in the forest
have a commercial value. The protected species,

the Brazil nut (Bertholetia excelsa) and rubber
(Hevea brasiliensis) were not considered.
because their exploitation is forbidden.
Similarly, species which produce plywood and
veneer were not considered because of the low
prices that the local market pays for this kind of
wood.

With the exception of Torresia acreana. ali
commercial species were found among lhe
natural regeneration (seedlings > I m height and
< 10 em dbh), which was abundant in these
areas. These data and the volume oftrees suggest
that the yield will increase in future rotations
(Table I).

Forest exploitation
(a) Tree-felling and conversion of logs to
sawnwood: The efficiency of conversion (in
volume terrns) oflogs to sawnwood was between
61 per cent and 41 per cent for the biggest and
smallest trees respectively. with an average of
around 50 per cent. The total time to convert
lrn ' was one hour 40 minutes. For a six-hour
working day a team of three people was able to
produce 3.6 rrr' of sawn timber, which represents
a very low productivity even when compared
with a small sawmill (around 10 m' perday). On
the other hand, as the annual potential production
of these farms is only about 40 rn' (10m3 ha' x
4 ha year'), the maximum annual labour
requirement is therefore only about six days to
convert these logs into about 20 rn' of boards.

(b) Hauling the lumber:Two methods ofhauling
were compared. The first was a cornbination of
mechanised and animal hauling , in which oxen
were used from the forest management area to
the forest boundary. and a small tractor (pulling
a wagon with 3 m' wood capacity) completed
the transportation as far as the secondary road.



The other technique was to use oxen for the
whole job. The number of boards transported
varied between one and Iour per ox per trip,
according to their shape and weight. The load
therefore varied from around 0.19 m' tDipteryx

odorata) to 0.39m' t Couratari tauorii with an
average of 0.28 rn'. The pace of the oxen was
approximately 4 km per hour. and was kept
constant even when the distance increased from
200 to 1200 m. However. when the distance
increased to 1400 m the time required to load
and unload the .zorra . (a wooden appliance
used with oxen to haul the lumber) was not long
enough to rest the animais for continuous
operation. The total volume transported in one
day by a team of two men and one ox varied
according to haulage distances. from 1.14 rn'
(1400 m) to 3.36 m'(250 m).

General Costs
The production costs were about US$34.5m.1

of sawnwood before transport to the market.
Even including transportation costs. the total
costs would be around US$50 m'. The market
price for this kind of wood in Rio Branco today
varies between US$IOO and US$150 m'
according to species and the quality of the
lumber. Therefore. even with the low-Ievel of
technology and experience available to the
farmers for this activity. it was possible to
achieve ratio of benefits to costs of around 2: 1
(Table 2).

Conclusions
Small-scale forest management for small
farrners provides an opportunity to fill a
seasonallull in theirwork schedule.allowing
them to use the forest reserves in an economic
and sustainable way. It \ViII help maintain
these reserves as forests. in the presence of
strong pressure to convert them to pastures
and shifting cultivation,

Projected yields were very conservative in
order to promote biodiversity and the
ecosystem processes as a whole. In the future
when more information about the forest
responses is available. new silvicultural
techniques should be applied to maximise
the yield.

The introduction of new species (and
products) to the market will decrease
pressure on the few currently exploited
species and the risks ofbiodiversity loss and
genetic erosion. Therefore the current

Table 2: Costs of Each Phase of the Forest Management (US$) per cubic metre

Phase Animal Haulage Mixed Haulage
(Ox and Tractor)

Trails opening 4.20 4.20
Prospective inventory 1.36 1.36 ISilvicultural treatment 0.80 0.80 iHarvesting and converting
logs to boards 14.23
Haulage 9.70 !

Distance: 200m 4.57 i

I1300m 10.60
IAverage cost 7.05

Chainsaw maintenance 5.70 5.70 i

Transportation of logs 15.00 15.00 I
Total 48.34 50.46 !

:

standing stock of timber represents an
investment rather like a savings account.

Investments in training for the farmers and
more studies oftime and work rationalisation

are required through monitoring of ali
activities involved in forest management.

In order to avoid loss of profits to third
parties. it is desirable that ali activities are
performed by the farmers either individually
or collectively.

Some outstanding problerns , such as the
lack of control of the trade in illegal timber.
and the entrance of royalty-free timber from
areas being converted from forest to
agriculture, make it difficult for legally-
produced timber to compete on an equal
basis. In order to consolidate this system
across a large area, some changes in the
forest legislation will be necessary and
polices will be needed to implement them.
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